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#1 Internet Filter for Apple & Android Devices
Use SPIN Safe Browser to block pornography, inappropriate content, and
keep Bing.com, Google.com and Yahoo.com web and image searches safe.
SPIN also makes the most popular video searching platform safer by
automatically invoking its Restricted mode.
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BAD POINTS

GOOD POINTS
1. It is supported by the top search

1. It is a filter; some things will still creep
through that may be inappropriate.

engine brands in the world
2. It is very reliable at filtering out
inappropriate content
3. You can hide pictures from appearing
at all in our searches, if you select this
in the settings.
4. You are automatically blocking pop up
windows when you use SPIN, stopping
adverts from appearing

2. If you do not hide other search engine
apps such as Google and Safari on the
device, they can just use them. So be
sure to hide / delete those other apps.

3. The app does not have a reporting
feature, so if you stumble across content
that is not appropriate you cannot point
this out to the developers.

Parent Opinion:
Mother of a 7 and 12-year-old
What an idea! Wish I discovered it earlier to be honest. Have no issues with
it so far, seems easy to use just like google really and my kids do not really
see any difference as it works just as fast and looks just like google when
you open it up. So far so good, nothing bad has popped up!
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